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June 1293.David, King of England.Philip, King of France.A holy war neither man wants to fight.A

militant pope. A treacherous baron. A jealous brother.Love. Honor. Family. Betrayal. Destiny.Time

Travel.
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Sarah Woodbury hit it out of the park...AGAIN!!!Having been called upon by the pope to wage holy

war together, rivals David, King of England (and Duke of Aquitaine) and King Philip of France come

together to discuss how to avoid going when they find themselves betrayed and on a crusade of a

different type. The two enemies, with only each other to rely on, must evade capture by their

betrayers as they seek the assistance of new allies, and learn a new respect for each other. In

England, David's own innovations are used against him as news of his death spreads but Queen

Lili, trusting her instincts, her heart and a handful of advisors, suspects deceit and seeks to protect



her husband's interests and their children until he returns. Meanwhile, eleven year old Princess

Gwenllian of Wales, sister to the English king, mourns the possible loss of her brother and

summons the courage to risk death and brave the unknown in order to protect his son from the

treachery that befell her brother, and finds that familial bonds transcend time and universes.A brave

king left to his own devices must cross two countries to protect his legacy and his people. A

determined queen must rally support for the husband she does not believe is dead, and desperate

young princess shows her mettle to protect the heir to the English throne. And an ordinary teenaged

boy does the extraordinary to keep his family safe.

I have been seriously addicted to this whole After Cilmeri series. Book ten was very much as

addictive as all of them. I've been waiting a while to see the (disguised) villain Claire get his just

dues...finally. I only wish David had 'thrown him under the (Cardiff) bus' earlier. This one also

partially answered my question about David's offspring having any travelling abilities. I'm not buying

MI5's explanation. I agree with David's sister Gwen: It doesn't account for Meg and Annas' travels.

(Excluding when Meg was pregnant with David) I've always liked the way contemporary dialogue is

weaved into medieval language with a nice, humorous twist. Sarah needs to keep this one going!

I love this series of books. They are enjoyable, light reading and well written. I always look forward

to the next book in the series. This book was even better than the one-the last one, I think--that had

Peter and Bridget involved in a sub plot that was a mystery. I'm not such a fan of mysteries. There

are a lot of characters that have been introduced, so I'm hoping that leaves plenty of plots lying

about waiting to be made into an After Cilmeri book.

I am so enchanted by this series! Sarah Woodbury has created a wonderful alternate universe,

where the characters are intriguing and relatable. The newest book in the series: "Masters of Time"

is an action packed page turner that I stayed up way too late to finish as soon as it was a available. I

think it would be wonderful as a stand alone story...however, as this story refers to characters not

prominently having an active part in this story...do yourself a favor and go read the whole

series...this #10...The journey is worth the effort and it will make this story all the more rich as

developing saga of this young King and his time traveling family have roots now in both a world we

know an the one created by the talented Sarah Woodbury where although a timeline seemingly

parallel to our historic Welsh/English/French events can and often is turned upside-down by a

idealistic and honorable family of nobility and their friends. Masters of Time is a new favorite



because of the progression of so many story threads from previous books in the series. I believe if

you start you will be like so many of her faithful readers...be well and truly hooked. Keep the journey

going Sarah! Long live King David and all the inlaws, outlaws, and 21sters....until next time...I am

eagerly waiting for what happens next!

The stories of the wayward time shifters continue to hold this reader's interest. Each story involves,

or re-involves, different minor characters, allowing the reader to follow each thread to see how the

twenty-firsters adapt to their new surroundings. It is always interesting too see who else is going to

be drawn into the unbelievable life of the thirteenth century, and where the next car is going to drop

into!

WOW!! What a ride!As I was reading it, I wanted to hurry up and find out what happens. Now that I

finished, I want there to be more. So here I am, just days after this one was published, anxious for

the next book. It was action packed from page 1 all the way to the end. It's truly a worthy successor

to the other 10 books in the series.Spoiler alert! I think David is going to have to do something about

the Pope and his new Archbishop of Canterbury.Sarah, I know how long it takes to craft a book of

this caliber. But surely you don't really NEED more than an hour or so of sleep each night. Do you?

WRITE FASTER!!!

I loved the After Cilmeri Series. I love time travel books. I have a personal connection in genealogy

history with Llywelyn Prince of Wales and father of David. Even thought I understood this is not a

factual history but more like a what if the time travelers could somehow change the history as it was.

All 10 books were an interesting read for me. Keep up this line. I would love to read more about this

family.

If you love the After Cilmeri series you don't want to miss this one! I have enjoyed the entire series

but Masters Of Time was far and away the best so far. This author has created an absolutely

compelling alternate history. I loved the introduction of the Templars into this story. The characters

are all strong and compelling. The description of the life of the time and the landscape makes you

feel like you're there. The book arrived from  in the morning and I finished it by the end of the day

because I simply couldn't put it down. Definitely a five star read!
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